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TWO OF ELECTION’S BIGGEST LOSERS
DIDN’T EVEN APPEAR ON THE BALLOT
Chris Kelly spills the tea on Tuesday’s contests C1
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Battle for fairness from state grows as strike continues
BY SARAH HOFIUS HALL
STAFF WRITER
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ABOVE: Rosemary Boland, president of the Scranton
Federation of Teachers, addresses her colleagues
Thursday morning from the bed of a pickup outside the
Scranton School District Administration Building on
North Washington Avenue.
TOP: Scranton teachers picket Wednesday at
Northeast Intermediate School.

Students would likely be
in classrooms and teachers
off the picket line if the
Scranton School District
received fair funding from
the state.
Teachers and paraprofessionals in the chronically underfunded district
spent three days on strike
last week and plan to continue the work stoppage on
Monday.
As 9,300 students remain
home, the fight for fair
funding intensifies.
Advocates have long
called the state’s education
funding system one of the
most unfair in the country,
with poor, urban districts
— less likely to raise sufficient funds with local property taxes — usually hurt

the most.
For Scranton to have
enough funding to pay for
the growing needs of its
students, studies have
found the district needs an
additional $43 million in
state funding each year. Of
500 districts statewide, the
Education Law Center
found the district has the
10th largest adequacy gap.
As the teachers rallied
against cuts made through
the recovery plan and
demanded pay similar to
neighboring districts, the
state administration was
largely silent last week.
While financial mismanagement helped the district land in state recovery
nearly three years ago, a
lack of state funding
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Marisa Burke and Mark Kandel looked like
the typical American couple, leading successful professional lives as they raised their two
daughters in Northeast Pennsylvania.
Having spent more than
three decades working in television news, Burke was flourishing as an anchor at WNEPTV while her husband, a former Scranton school director
who has a doctorate in learning disabilities and special
BURKE
education, worked as behavior
management specialist at
Northeastern Educational Intermediate Unit.
Life was good, and then all hell broke loose.
Burke had just finished anchoring the noon
newscast when she found a voicemail from
her neighbor on her phone, telling her that
FBI agents and state and local police officers
had surrounded her Peckville house. It
marked the beginning of the end for her marriage and the opening act of a story that saw
Kandel arrested, charged and eventually sentenced for inappropriate contact with minors.
Nearly a decade later, Burke reveals her
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Relatively calm and drama-free election
unlikely to assuage distrust, experts say
Claims of fraud persist, but
most still concern the 2020
presidential race, not the
most recent contests.
BY CHRISTINA A. CASSIDY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — The first major election day following a year of relentless
attacks on voting rights and election
officials went off largely without a
hitch. Unlike the 2020 presidential election, there were no claims of widespread fraud, ballots emerging mysteriously in the dark of night or compromised voting machines changing
results.
The relative calm was a relief to
those who oversee elections, but will it
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Early ballots wait to be processed
Oct. 26 in the Jefferson County, Colo.,
elections division in Golden, Colo.
matter to those who still believe last
year’s election was stolen from former
President Donald Trump?
Election experts say even a smooth
election cycle this year is unlikely to

curb the distrust that has built up over
the last year within a segment of the
public. That skepticism has led to costly
and time-consuming partisan ballot
reviews, threats to election officials and
new voting restrictions in Republicancontrolled states.
“I’m extremely concerned that we’re
not at the end of this,” said David Becker, a former U.S. Justice Department
lawyer who now heads the Center for
Election Innovation and Research.
“We’re not at the middle of this. We’re
at the beginning of this, and nobody is
addressing it particularly well right
now, with the exception of the professional election officials who are keeping
their heads down and doing their job.”
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